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Fast forward a few decades

Compton Gamma-Ray 
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energy measured by the 
detector up to 10-11 J/cm2

 → hundreds of times brighter
than the brightest steady source
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Fast forward a few decades

Compton Gamma-Ray 
Observatory

[IM4]

peaks can be as 
short as a few 
milliseconds

energy measured by the 
detector up to 10-11 J/cm2

 → hundreds of times brighter
than the brightest steady source
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Where are the GRBs coming from?

Within our Galaxy ... … or outside of our Galaxy?
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Beyond the prompt emission

BeppoSAX

8 hours later 3 days laterGRB prompt emission
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Beyond the prompt emission

BeppoSAX
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Measuring the distances to GRBs

shorter wavelength longer wavelength
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Combining the clues

GRBs are billions of
light years away (109)

+ =

rapid variations, as fast
as milliseconds

energy measured by the
detector up to 10-11 J/cm2

compact objects
(black holes, neutron stars)

must be involved
+

emission from 
relativistic jet



Two populations of gamma-ray bursts

duration (s)

two compact
objects merge a massive star

collapses
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The evolution of a compact binary merger
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The evolution of a compact binary merger
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The evolution of a massive star collapse

Wolf-Rayet star

stellar wind

star stripped 
of Hydrogen
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The evolution of a massive star collapse
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Simulating GRB jets produced by black holes

Neutron star merger Collapsar

central BH is surrounded by dynamical 
ejecta created in the merger process

central BH is surrounded by stellar 
envelope from the progenitor
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Photon spectra hint at efficient particle acceleration

Spectra from thermal "hot" plasma Non-thermal spectra in GRBs



Accelerating particles in space

A fast plasma hits a slower one:
Creation of an astrophysical shock
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Accelerating particles in space

electron/proton

Particles are accelerated as they 
cross the shock and are scattered by 
magnetic fields
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Accelerating particles in space

Non-thermal 
radiation by 
accelerated particles

electron/proton

Particles are accelerated as they 
cross the shock and are scattered by 
magnetic fields
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So we understand how GRBs shine?
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So we understand how GRBs shine?

processes within 
the jet
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So we understand how GRBs shine?
Interaction with 
external medium
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How do we detect photons?

optical photons
energy ~ 1 eV

focuser

photosensitive
surface

electric
signal
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How do we detect photons?

scintillating 
crystal

signal 
multiplier

electric
signal

gamma-ray photons
energy ~ 1 keV – 1 MeV

Fermi
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How do we detect photons?
Fermi

e+

e-

converting
material

electric
signal

tracking 
material

gamma-ray photons
energy ~ 1 GeV
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How do we detect photons?
Fermi
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converting
material

electric
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Detecting the highest energy gamma rays

A TeV gamma ray ...

producing a shower of 
subatomic particles ...

which then produce 
Cherenkov light in
water tanks ...

hits the Earth's atmosphere ...

… which is analyzed to 
understand the properties of 
the original photon.[IM31]
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Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory
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What the public saw



What astronomers saw
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What astronomers saw
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Confirmation 
by other 

gamma-ray 
observatories
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z = 0.151 : Light travel 
time of 2 109 years!



What astronomers saw
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What astronomers saw

09.10. 20:44
Swift

09.10. 20:54
Fermi-GBM

09.10. 21:45
Fermi-LAT

10.10. 09:39
VLT

11.10. 09:21
LHAASO

Continued 
monitoring, 

refined analysis

afterglow 
observations still 

ongoing

"Brightest Of All Time"
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So how BOAT-y was it, really?
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the previous record breaker [IM36]



So how BOAT-y was it, really?

the BOAT [IM37]



A little too BOAT-y ...

electric
signal

For a single gamma ray, the electric signal has a particular pulse shape 
depending on the photon's energy
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A little too BOAT-y ...

electric
signal

When the photon rate is too high, multiple photons hit before a single 
pulse can be read out[IM40]
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So how BOAT-y was it, really?

the corrected BOAT [IM38]



So how BOAT-y was it, really?

c

GRB 221009A
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The BOAT in perspective

"once in 10.000-year event"

c

Prompt emission energy, at the detector Afterglow energy, at the detector
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The BOAT in perspective
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Afterglow 

The BOAT in perspective
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Prompt phase energy

"isotropic-equivalent 
energy"

True energy = 
percentage 

concentrated in jet
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The most surprising announcement
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A clear TeV afterglow
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A "normal" GRB from a massive star collapse...
 … with not the best data.
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A clear TeV afterglow

keV – MeV
prompt 

emission

TeV
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no temporal 
correlation

A "normal" GRB from a massive star collapse...
  … with not the best data.

... but what about this pretty TeV afterglow?
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Finding a model to explain the high-energy data

a physical model to 
explain low-energy data
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Finding a model to explain the high-energy data
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Finding a model to explain the high-energy data
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